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Strength: "You asked us to make it stronger - We took it all the way to ripped!"
PowerShield - Safeguards electrical & power systems, deflects ground debris, channels water away
Non-Corrosive, Bonded Seats - Won't rot, wrinkle, or slip
DuPont™ Surlyn Reflections® Body - Color molded into body so there's not clear coat or paint to worry about
360° Bumper - Fewer scratches, less collision damage, additional protection of your investment
AlumiCore Chassis - Double the torsional rigidity and built in debris protections for wiring, brakes & pedal group

Intelligence: "You asked us to make maintenance more intelligent - We took it all the way to Brilliant!"
IQDM - Hand-held diagnostic tool - fast hassle-free way to keep fleet operating at peak capacity and profitability
Access Panel - Relocated for easy maintenance and tamper-resistant governors
4-Battery, 48V Power Plant - More efficient to run and less costly to maintain
40% Fewer Parts - Less maintenance and even greater reliability
Front Suspension - Two simple lubrication points and maintenance-free, sealed bearings
Pedal Group and Brakes - Pre-set, sealed, and adjustment-free

Agility: "You asked us to make it more agile - We took it all the way to Olympian!"
Lighter Weight - Improves handling, climbing, accelerating and even braking
SportDrive ™ - Creates an invigorating, sports-car-like driving experience with nimble acceleration
AlumiCore ™ Chassis - Add to the enhanced stability, ride and performance of the car
IQ System - Re-engineered, regenerative braking control is incredibly smooth, with no hesitation
Industry Tightest Clearance Circle - Superior maneuverability in storage areas and handling on the course

Comfort - "You asked us to make it more comfortable - We took it all the way to Cozy!"
Monsoon Top - Industry's first canopy with built-in drain spouts. Rain is automatically channeled to the ground
Internal Canopy Handle - Longer, provides more hand position options, increases comfort and security
Redesigned Bagwell - Center divider, textured surfaces keep bags from slipping, drainage holes keep bags dry
Ergo Seat - Larger, taller, and more erect support for proper posture and driving positions
Space - Widest steering-wheel-to-armrest means it's easier for driver to enter and exit
FlexiDrink ™ - Fits all types of drink containers and can bend without breaking
Best-in-Class Storage - Large dash compartment, deep sweater basket
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